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Lower Mosley Street Bus Station 1928-1973

North Western's 237 (CDB 237), a 1949 Leyland PD2/1 with Leyland L53R bodywork, is seen awaiting
departure for Macclesfield in the middle lane of the western roadway. Behind it is the main building of the
bus station, and in the background the enormous train-shed of Central Station. (John Kaye).

Lower Mosley Street Bus Station 1928-1973
Whatever Londoners may try to tell you, the British bus industry began in Manchester.
The Greenwood company started its horse-bus service (from the Salford district of
Pendleton to Manchester city centre) in 1824, a full five years before Shillibeer's
operation in the capital. In that pre-railway age public transport was limited to a small
number of excruciatingly slow boat services along shorelines, canals, and navigable
rivers, and horse-drawn stagecoach services which ran (again at a very slow speed)
on long distance routes between inland communities. Both forms of transport were
effectively killed off by the growing railway network over the following three decades,
but the simultaneous growth of cities and industrial towns gave budding entrepreneurs
more opportunities to invest in road transport.
Greenwood and his kin around the country survived this revolution as they were
already focused on shorter-length services in urban areas. It was to be a brief reprieve
as electric tramways were developed towards the end of the 19th century and
obliterated their horse-bus competitors. In most cases these tramways were operated
by local municipalities, and having made an enormous investment in their tramway
networks councillors were determined to protect them from competition in the early
20th century by the new motor-bus companies.
This attitude was certainly prevalent in Manchester where the corporation refused to
licence any motor-bus services within the city boundaries, except their own of course,
preferring that companies such as North Western (to the south) and Ribble (to the
north) offer connections from the city's outer tram termini. The general strike of 1926
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changed all that as a plethora of small independents invaded the city to offer an
alternative to strike-bound railways and trams.
Most of these new services (such as those of Tognarelli from Bolton and Chadderton,
Goodfellow from Hyde and Wilmslow, and Sharp from Monton and Poynton) ran on a
"return ticket" basis, operating to and from private land in Manchester city centre and
selling no tickets within the city's boundaries, thereby avoiding the need for a fruitless
application for a Manchester licence. The Rochdale Canal Company's yard (on Lena
Street, a short walk from Piccadilly) was particularly popular as a terminus for such
services.
The strike soon ended but the new operators had no intention of giving up their
lucrative routes into Manchester. North Western and Ribble were as annoyed as the
corporation by this phenomenon and started to make their own plans to cross the city's
borders. The councillors were forced to change their position on such transgressions
and decided to come out fighting. In April 1927 Manchester Corporation organised the
"Co-ordinated Motor Bus Scheme", an elaborate network of limited stop routes which
were jointly operated with other municipalities.
The original operators of this network included Manchester, Ashton-under-Lyne,
Bolton, Bury, Oldham, Rochdale, Salford, and Stockport, along with the independent
company Lancashire United which served many of the smaller South Lancashire towns
such as Atherton, Farnworth, Swinton, and Tyldesley. By the end of 1927 a total of
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twelve express routes were in operation and Manchester city council saw the obvious
advantage of adding services from areas dominated by other municipal and "area
agreement" operators. The corporations of Leigh, Ramsbottom, and Rawtenstall were
signed up (although the latter two offered connections outside the city boundary)
along with the S.H.M.D. Joint Board and - although in a slightly different way - North
Western and Ribble.
As fellow subsidiaries of the gigantic British Electric Traction group it was only natural
that North Western and Ribble would cooperate when they were finally welcomed in
from the cold. In late 1927 they formed a jointly owned offshoot, Omnibus Stations
Ltd, and invested £12,500 each. The vast bulk of this capital, £24,000, was spent on
the acquisition of a site for a new bus terminus at Lower Mosley Street, in the shadow
of the train shed of Manchester (Central) Station.
On 1st March 1928 the new bus station opened, although at that time it was little more
than a piece of ground with no facilities on site. North Western's services from Buxton,
Hayfield, Macclesfield, Bramhall, Poynton, Romiley, Northwich, Warrington, and Knutsford were extended from their previous inner termini at the tramway's edges to Lower
Mosley Street from that date and allocated the Manchester Corporation numbers 27,
28, 29/30, 31, 32, 33/34, 36, 37, and 38/39 respectively (the number 35 was already
in use).
Despite the "corpy" route numbers, Manchester's own vehicles never operated on most
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of these services which ran "by arrangement". The arrangement in question involved
the North Western buses running as if on hire to the corporation and paying over all
receipts from fares gathered on Manchester mileage to the municipality less an
allowance for the operating expenses involved.
Besides these "by arrangement" routes, North Western also became a fully-fledged
participant in the original "Co-ordinated Motor Bus Scheme", contributing its existing
services from the Glossop, Oldham, and Urmston areas to the municipal pool. In some
cases these routes were combined with those of other participants to produce
cross-city services such as the 3 (Bacup - Rochdale - Manchester - Urmston - Flixton)
and the 6 (Glossop - Stalybridge - Ashton - Manchester - Chorlton). Other "Coordinated" routes terminated at Lower Mosley Street, including those from Oldham and
beyond (10/13/14) and Urmston (11/12), adding to the activity at the new bus station.
Ribble, by contrast, remained slightly aloof from the "Co-ordinated" pooling arrangement, but took advantage of the new atmosphere of detente by introducing express
services from Lower Mosley Street to Lancashire towns such as Burnley (via Rawtenstall), Clitheroe (via Accrington), and Preston (via Chorley).
From May 1928 the Preston route was extended to Blackpool twice daily as the "EX1"
and North Western began its own once-daily service to Blackpool (which had the
advantage of operating virtually non-stop) from the same date. Returns on the two
operators' Blackpool services were spectacularly good and in July 1928 they began a
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joint operation via Chorley and Preston on a half-hourly basis. Lancashire United was
invited to participate in this new service, partly out of politeness but mainly because
North Western had been refused a licence by Bolton Corporation who had never heard
of them and saw no reason to let a Cheshire-based company earn revenue from a
route entirely within Lancashire. The solution was for three (North Western operated)
journeys a day to avoid Bolton and run via Westhoughton instead on an existing
Lancashire United licence. Meanwhile Lancashire United's vehicles ran through Bolton
where they were a known quantity and had no problems with securing a licence.
National licensing, when it came in 1930/31, eliminated the need for this subterfuge
and vehicles of all three operators began to run via both Bolton (the X60) and
Westhoughton (the X70). The summer frequency for these 60-mile long routes was
later increased to every 15 minutes.
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In 1947 Ribble took delivery of a batch of Leyland
PD1As
with
lowbridge Brush bodywork. In 1955 the entire
batch was re-bodied by
Burlingham as illustrated
here by fleet number
2492 (BCK 435). Further
improvements came in
1958 when the vehicles
original engines were replaced
with
Leyland
O.600 units, which arguably turned them into
PD2s. 2492 is on an X60
with the Blackpool shelter behind it. To the right
is Isherwoods garage
with an all-Leyland Royal
Tiger of Ribble, a North
Western PD2/21, and a
Manchester Corporation
double-decker identifiable on the car park.
(John Kaye).
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An Explosion of Express Services
By the beginning of 1929, Omnibus Stations Ltd's share capital had been increased to
£35,000 by inviting other companies (mostly B.E.T. subsidiaries) to participate. These
included Yorkshire Woollen (£2,500), Midland Red (£2,000), Barnsley and District - the
future Yorkshire Traction (£1,000), Northern General (£500), Potteries - later PMT
(£500), Trent (£500), and Wrexham & District - then owned by B.E.T. but later
absorbed into Crosville (£500). In addition the Tilling Group subsidiary Harrogate Road
Car Co - later West Yorkshire - contributed a further £2,500 to establish its own right
of access to the new bus station.
The extra funds were used to accelerate the building programme on the site, as the
profusion of new services had already tested the original structure on Lower Mosley
Street to breaking point and beyond. Things were destined to become even more
hectic as May 1929 saw the introduction of new North Western express services to
Barnsley (via both Holmfirth and Woodhead), Bradford via (Halifax), Derby, Liverpool,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne (via Leeds), Nottingham, and Sheffield (via both Glossop and
Castleton). All of these routes except those to Sheffield (joint with Sheffield Corporation) were jointly operated with fellow Omnibus Stations Ltd shareholders while the
"Limited Stop Pool" service from Liverpool and Manchester to Leeds and Newcastle
(with a spur to Hull) also featured participation by the newly created B.E.T. subsidiary
East Yorkshire and the notionally independent Lancashire United (which had several
shareholders in common with the B.E.T. group).
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London was finally added to the list of destinations served from Lower Mosley Street
in August 1929 when North Western and Midland Red began a daily joint service on
the route via Birmingham. The journey time was then just over 10 hours. At least five
independent operators were already running between Manchester and London, among
them Enniway (of Manchester), Majestic (of London and Manchester), Palanquin
Coaches (of London), Tognarelli (from Bolton via Manchester), and Yelloway of
Rochdale (from Blackpool via Manchester).
Tognarelli's London service came to an end in December 1929 when his business was
jointly acquired by several members of the "Co-ordinated Motor Bus Scheme", among
them North Western which took the express service to London along with a share in
the local route from Manchester to Chadderton. The reduction in competition was
short-lived however, as Finglands Garage filled the void by starting their own route to
London. In its way this was more annoying than the Tognarelli route as it departed
from Finglands' new coach station on Great Bridgewater Street - directly across the
road from Lower Mosley Street Bus Station.
While the new express services which commenced in 1929 had been (in the main) to
large cities and towns, the new routes in 1930 were seasonal runs to resort towns such
as Llandudno, Scarborough, and Southport. Surprisingly, perhaps, these were all
operated by North Western alone despite running through the territory of other "area
agreement" companies which might have been expected to demand a share.
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As business boomed the new building programme progressed, although always lagging
behind demand. The "Blackpool Shelter" on the Calder Street side of the bus station
was completed in the Spring of 1930 and an island platform was installed in the centre
of the original site soon afterwards to provide intending passengers with some
protection from the travelling hardware hurtling around their ears. On the Lower
Mosley Street side the original building was extended southwards in the Spring of 1931
by the addition of a sizeable passenger shelter which claimed to serve stands 10-17
although this platform had room for four vehicles at best. Each service had its own
queue as a result, if not its own parking space.
There was still insufficient room, an inevitable side-effect of the bus station's continuing growth. As a result many of the local services (particularly those from the Oldham,
Stockport, and Urmston areas) along with the longer runs to Knutsford, Northwich,
and Warrington were transferred to other facilities (mainly the corporation bus station
at Parker Street) during 1931 to relieve the pressure.
Further changes were to take place during that year. Manchester's police had become
increasingly concerned at the grid-locked traffic congestion around Market Street and
Piccadilly where high-frequency tram services mingled with the equally high-frequency
cross-city routes of the "Co-ordinated Motor Bus Scheme". They demanded that the
cross-city bus services be split in two with each half terminating at peripheral sites on
either side of the congested area. Local travellers lost an invaluable facility after only
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four years but Manchester's councillors were apparently more afraid of the police than
of voters.
The dismemberment of the "Co-ordinated" routes began in October 1931 and Lower
Mosley Street gained yet another local service as a result. The number 6 from Glossop,
Stalybridge, and Ashton (jointly operated by North Western, Manchester, Ashtonunder-Lyne, and S.H.M.D.) lost its southern extension to Chorlton in 1933 and became
a familiar site at its new terminus on stand 4 at the rear of the new "island" platform
at Lower Mosley Street. This seemed to be a particularly pointless change as service
6 vehicles still traversed the area of the most severe congestion in the city centre. In
addition Manchester continued to operate a curtailed cross-city version as their service
86, if only at a vastly reduced schedule.
Doubling in Size
From 1935 passengers waiting for the number 6 to Glossop had a roof over their heads
after the completion of a large shelter on the "island" platform. A more significant
expansion of the Lower Mosley Street site came in the following year. North Western's
rivals on the Manchester to London service had been reduced in number by the
withdrawal of both Enniway and Palanquin by 1931 and by North Western and Midland
Red's joint acquisition of Majestic in 1933. In 1936 Finglands' London service was
acquired by North Western while their rather grand coach station on Great Bridgewater
Street was acquired by Omnibus Stations Ltd.
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The coach station's booking hall and offices were later to become the Golden Horse
Cafe while the small garage at the rear would become Ribble's Manchester depot.
Incidentally you might have read elsewhere that Ribble's garage here had room for
just a single coach. This is one of those ridiculous statements that seem to be repeated
ad nauseam without being questioned. From personal observation I can assure you
that up to six 30-foot long coaches would fit inside. Not easily, given the narrowness
of the access road, but they would fit!
There were further benefits for the Omnibus Stations shareholders. Finglands had been
in two minds as to whether to sell out or expand their services, and to keep their
options open had acquired the derelict land to the east of their coach station. This
became the southern half of Lower Mosley Street bus station, extending its boundaries
to those familiar to most post-war bus enthusiasts.
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The Modern Era
The declaration of war in September 1939 brought a temporary end to the expansion
of services from Lower Mosley Street. Most services were suspended for the duration
although the Bradford via Halifax service and the number 6 to Glossop continued to
run at a reduced frequency throughout the war and anecdotal evidence suggests that
the Ribble expresses to Clitheroe via Accrington and to Burnley via Rawtenstall also
survived in some form for most of the conflict. The bus station was far from quiet,
however, as it was used by the military for coaches running to army camps and
aerodromes not easily accessible by train. During the Luftwaffe bombing raids of
1940-41 a searchlight and anti-aircraft gun were driven each night on to the newly
acquired "southern half" of the bus station.
After the end of the war services were restored at a rather pedestrian rate as Britain's
bus companies (North Western included) needed time to recover from the effects of
worn out rolling stock and an inadequate supply of replacement vehicles.
Pre-war express networks were not to be fully restored until the end of 1950. In
contrast, the level of passenger demand for those services was higher than ever before
as war-weary citizens yearned for leisure and novelty. Anyone seeking evidence of this
staggeringly large demand should take a look at pages 94-95 of Eric Ogden's book
"North Western Vol. 2" which show the bus station besieged by hordes of would be
travellers.
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As a result an investment was made in the southern half of the bus station. Previously
used largely as an "overflow" arrivals and parking area, it acquired a central "island"
platform (stands 18-21) along with an enclosed shelter which reflected the earlier
structure on the north side "island".
Few new services were introduced during the 1950s as the network offered by North
Western, Ribble, and their joint operators was already fairly comprehensive. An
exception was a new route from Manchester to Chesterfield which started in June
1954, jointly operated by North Western and East Midland Motor Services.
By 1960 passenger numbers had started to decline as private car ownership became
more widespread. In response North Western began new seasonal routes to resorts
not previously served including Cleethorpes, Ramsgate, Skegness, and Southend.
Despite the gradual decline in traffic the bus station remained a busy place (more like
a frantic one on summer weekends) and there never seemed to be enough space
available. This led to an increasing usage of the car park behind Isherwoods Garage
for departures to "rarer" destinations.
This was also the year in which North Western finally introduced route numbers for its
express services. Previously only those routes which had been allocated route numbers
by their joint operators had worn these on North Western workings (where possible many of North Western's coaches of the time lacked a route number blind). A problem
arose with the London service where the joint operator, Midland Red, had identified
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the various permutations of the route by a letter rather than a number. North
Western's solution was to number all London journeys "X5" but with a suffix letter to
indicate the routing. In this fashion the main daytime services to London became the
X5D, X5E, and X5L, the overnight journeys the X5M and X5N, and short workings to
Birmingham via Altrincham (Midland Red's "P") became North Western's "X5P".
I first visited Lower Mosley Street in May 1962 and was a regular pilgrim to the site for
the subsequent eleven years, sometimes to catch a coach to more distant locations,
sometimes to spend the best part of the day there watching the comings and goings.
Sadly few of my notes from that era survive, so the first-hand description of the place
that follows is dependent upon memory and I would ask forgiveness for any errors.
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Key to Map
A: Main bus station office building incorporating
booking hall, waiting room, toilets, facilities for
crews to sign on/off duty, and inspectors' accommodation.
B: Main platform shelter incorporating queues for
stands 10 – 17.
C: Northern island platform shelter for stands 4 –
9.
D: "Blackpool" shelter for stands 1 – 3.
E: Newspaper kiosk. An adjacent stall sold fresh
fruit in summer. Immediately to the north of the
kiosk was the allocated parking space of the
Leyland TD5 mobile staff canteen DDK 117.
F: Isherwoods Garage. The open parking area to
the north, owned by the garage, was used for cars
on Monday to Friday and for buses and coaches at
weekends.
G: The Britons Protection public house.
H: The Golden Horse cafe.
J: Ribble Motor Services' Manchester depot. Access for vehicles was via an entrance on Back
Albion Street, the narrow dead-end shown alongside the depot.
K: Southern island platform shelter for stands 18
– 21.
L: Samuel Hall, the saw doctor's premises.
M: The Bus Station Cafe (in the lower part of the
warehouse building).
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An Enthusiast's Viewpoint
On a typical Saturday morning in the summers of 1962-69 I would aim to arrive at
Lower Mosley Street by 8 am, giving me a chance to catch sight of the early departures
to London, North Wales, Nottingham, and Scotland. In reality (like most enthusiasts)
I had my own method for inspecting the vehicles in the "right" order, but for the sake
of clarity the material is presented here stand by stand in numerical order.
Stands 1-3 were on the eastern side of the original bus station, with 1 marked for
"Chorley Preston Blackpool" and 2/3 for "Specials" and "Excursions" respectively.
Despite these latter headings I never saw any vehicles parked on this platform which
were not deployed on the X60/X70 expresses to Blackpool. Besides the vehicles of the
three joint operators on these services, North Western, Ribble, and Lancashire United
(all three of which might use anything in their respective fleets) , buses belonging to
Manchester Corporation - usually double-deckers with open rear platforms - were
frequently used in the peak summer period, displaying "60X" and operating non-stop
to Blackpool. Rarer but not unknown were double-deckers hired in from S.H.M.D. and
Mayne of Manchester. In addition vehicles belonging to Trent would pass by, operating
the through journeys on the X1 (from Derby) and X2 (Nottingham) which became X60s
at Manchester. Even more interesting were the occasional surprises which turned up
out of the blue. Particular examples which proved impossible to forget were an East
Kent Reliance/Park Royal coach in the summer of 1964 (I had to know why and asked
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the driver - it turned out to have brought a private hire party to Blackpool and made
the mistake of overnighting at Ribble's Devonshire Road depot where an inspector
spotted it and discovered that it wasn't due to return to base until Sunday!) and an
East Yorkshire Panther bus in 1967 which had strayed to Blackpool as a duplicate on
EYMS's own express service and, again, been shanghaied by a Ribble inspector. How
they handled insurance cover in the absence of a written hire agreement remains a
mystery, but there was something for everyone on this platform on a busy Saturday.
Moving westwards to the "island" platform, stand 4 was used by services to "Ashbourne Derby Glossop", specifically the X1 to Derby (typically operated by North
Western Leopards with Y-type bodywork, similar machines from Trent although they
could use almost anything in their fleet on a busy weekend, and a miscellany of Ribble
vehicles working through from Blackpool ranging from all-Leyland Royal Tiger coaches
to Leopards with B.E.T style bus bodywork) and the 6 to Glossop (jointly operated by
North Western, usually with Renowns from 1964 onwards, Manchester with assorted
PD2s, Ashton-under-Lyne with PD2s and then Atlanteans - both bodied by Roe, and
S.H.M.D. with PD2s and then Fleetlines with Northern Counties bodywork). The Ashton
vehicles in blue and the S.H.M.D. in green provided a welcome contrast to the sea of
red in various shades which predominated at Lower Mosley Street.
The remainder of this side of the "island" was Ribble country with stand 5 "Burnley
Nelson Colne" handling the half-hourly X43 to these destinations via Rawtenstall (with
most journeys continuing to Skipton in Yorkshire) and the much less frequent X4/X14
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which operated to Burnley via Todmorden with some journeys continuing to Blackpool
or Morecambe. Stand 6 "Accrington Great Harwood Clitheroe" was home to Ribble's
X3/X13 (to Great Harwood) and X23 to Clitheroe, all three services operating via
Haslingden and Accrington to provide a half-hourly frequency. Vehicles in use by 1965
were (typically) "White Lady" Atlantean coaches or fully-fronted Met-Cam PD3s on the
X43, single-deck coaches or BET bodied Leopard buses on the X4/X14, and bus-bodied
Atlanteans or BET Leopards on the X3/X13/X23.
The other side of this "island" platform provided stands 7-9. Stand 7 "Cheadle
Bramhall Poynton" served North Western's route 32 to Higher Poynton and Middlewood, usually operated by single-decker buses and half-hourly. Stand 8 "Barnsley"
catered for the X19 and X20 to that Yorkshire town via two extremely scenic routes.
Between them they provided an hourly frequency on Saturdays, less frequent on other
days. North Western and Yorkshire Traction both favoured dual-purpose vehicles for
these routes, although for a short time in the mid 1960s North Western made a habit
of using Bedford VAL14/Strachan B52F buses (drafted in from Altrincham garage) on
Saturday workings on the Holmfirth variation. As far as I am aware there were no
difficult canal bridges on this route! Another habitual user of this stand (at least on
Saturdays) was the X2 to Nottingham although in theory this should have departed
from the south side of the bus station. Inspectors would (hopefully) redirect all
intending passengers. Stand 9 at the back of the platform was the exclusive preserve
of North Western's half-hourly service 28 to Hayfield (at the foot of Kinder Scout)
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which seemed to feature the company's newest double-deckers - it passed the
operator's headquarters at Charles Street in Stockport.
The platform closest to Lower Mosley Street, containing the booking hall, offices, etc,
was - as previously mentioned - incapable of holding more than four vehicles yet
featured stands 10-17. These were, in reality, queuing up lines rather than proper
stands and inspectors would arrive to herd passengers to the vehicles whether parked
at the back of the platform or dallying in the middle lane and creating a tailback onto
Lower Mosley Street itself. Stand 10 was "Dewsbury Leeds Newcastle-upon-Tyne".
Stand 11 was a bit peculiar and carried the legend "Bankfield Road" on its destination
sign. This was an obscure back road in Cheadle Hulme with no apparent scheduled
connection to Lower Mosley Street. In reality this was used as a weekend overflow for
Stand 10, providing a separate queue for passengers heading to Middlesbrough on
days when this destination was served by its own coach rather than by changing at
Leeds. Stand 12 "Stockport Chapel-en-le-Frith Buxton" was for North Western's
half-hourly 27, usually operated by the latest single-deck saloons including the
"banana split" Reliance dual-purpose vehicles. While Stand 10 catered for the X97 to
Leeds and Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Stand 13 served passengers on their way to Liverpool on the X97 (via Altrincham) and X99 (via Eccles). These routes were jointly
operated by North Western, Lancashire United, West Yorkshire, Yorkshire Woollen,
Northern General, and United Automobile Services, although the vehicles of the last
two operators were significantly rarer than the other four participants. United vehicles
were particularly unusual as they would normally be restricted to the Middlesbrough
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to Leeds segment of the X99 service. The X97/X99 provided an hourly frequency in
each direction between Liverpool and Leeds.
Still on the western platform, Stand 14 was allocated to North Western's hourly service
29 "Cheadle Wilmslow Macclesfield" (usually operated by Loline IIIs) while Stand 15
was earmarked for the hourly (in summer) Ribble X50 service to "Garstang Lancaster
Morecambe", operated with anything from old double-deckers to brand new coaches.
Stand 16 was home to another seaside service, the infrequent X9 from Oldham to
Blackpool via Manchester, Bury, Bolton, Chorley, Preston, Lytham and St Anne's. On
the sign this was tersely declared simply as "Lytham St Anne's" as the far more
frequent X60/X70 served the rest of the possible destinations from Manchester. The
X9 was jointly operated by North Western, Ribble, and Yelloway and anything from
double-deckers (of the first two operators) to Harrington Cavaliers (of the latter two)
could be found on it. On busy summer weekends vehicles on the X9 and X50 usually
lingered in the middle lane while vehicles stuck behind them sounded their horns and
inspectors hurried people on board. Last but not least, Stand 17 "Ripponden Halifax
Bradford" provided a harbour for the X12, jointly operated by North Western and
Yorkshire Woollen. During the week the usual choices from both operators were
single-deck dual-purpose vehicles but at weekends double-deckers were frequently
used.
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The through journeys on the X1/X60 interchange took six hours to get from Derby to Blackpool, so the Trent
manager who allocated this 1952 all-Leyland Royal Tiger service bus to the route was either hard-pressed
or didn't like passengers! Fleet number 803 (DCH 903) is seen parked at the Blackpool stand half-way
through its bottom-numbing marathon. Strangely, the vehicle's destination blind included "Blackpool" yet
its route number blind had no letter "X" on its left-hand track, thus the display of "1X". (John Kaye).

Lower Mosley Street Bus Station 1928-1973

Conversely, for a journey scheduled to turn round at Manchester, Trent managed to roster a dual-purpose
vehicle with more luxurious seating. The chassis of fleet number 301 (RC 9658) was, admittedly, older than
that of the Royal Tiger, being a 1947 AEC Regal. The 39-seat fully-fronted bodywork, however, was much
younger and had been fitted in 1958. On arrival at Lower Mosley Street 301 has found stand 4 blocked off
by a Ribble PD3 and the driver seems uncertain of what to do next. (John Kaye).
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In 1955/56 S.H.M.D. experimented with central entrance double-deckers, but in 1957 they reverted to the
conventional rear entrance layout as illustrated by fleet number 81 (281 ATU), a Daimler CVG6 with
Northern Counties H64R bodywork. The Daimler is on stand 4 with passengers on board for a service 6
departure to Glossop, but the raised bonnet indicates that all may not be well. (John Kaye).
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The South Side
To the south of Great Bridgewater Street things were less precise. The central "island"
shelter carried signs indicating stands 18-21, but as far as I can remember there were
no destination signs. Generally speaking the area to the west of the "island" was North
Western territory while that to the east was a Ribble zone, but this applied only to
departures and vehicles merely using the south side as an arrival point or for
temporary parking fitted in wherever there was space available. Entry to this part of
the bus station was via Trumpet Street with vehicles parking "nose-on" to Great
Bridgewater Street.
The North Western side was used by departures on the X5 London services (although
technically a joint service the only regular Midland Red working on this operation was
a lunchtime rotation from and to Birmingham). By 1965 the variations on this service
had expanded to include the X5B (via Buxton and the M1), and the X5Z (via
Altrincham, the newly opened M6 and the M1), with the X5Z establishing a new fastest
journey of just over five hours - half the time taken by the original London service back
in 1929. The London route was always operated by North Western's newest coaches,
which from 1963 meant Leopards with Alexander Y-type bodywork.
Other North Western schedules on the south side included those to Rhyl and Llandudno
(X24/34/44, operated with slightly older front-line coaches), to Chesterfield (X67,
operated by a wide variety of North Western single-deckers plus miscellaneous East
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Midland vehicles of more recent vintage - they seemed to think the route more
prestigious than did North Western), and to Nottingham (the X2 which went from
"Black Top" dual-purpose vehicles to coach-liveried Alexander bodied Reliances in the
mid-1960s, counterpointed by similar semi-coach types from joint operator Trent. As
noted earlier the X2 was something of a nomad and at weekends could frequently be
found operating from the Barnsley stand on the original site. Its place was taken at
weekends (until 1968) by the X39 and X72 summer-only services to Sheffield, joint
with Sheffield JOC which used early production 30-foot Leopards with bodywork by
Burlingham, ECW, and Weymann. Another service which allegedly operated from this
area (stand 21) was the 12A works service to Carrington and Partington, but in reality
the double-deckers operating these infrequent journeys would usually pull up briefly
on Great Bridgewater Street itself to collect the few (if any) passengers involved.
This North Western area was also used by Bristol/ECW coaches of Crosville on the X75
from Llanidloes in mid-Wales, basically a shopping excursion converted into an express
service, and by vehicles of PMT on the three times daily run from Hanley. This was
(confusingly) another X2 which may account for North Western/Trent's X2 migrating
to the north side. PMT's version was operated by a diverse mixture ranging from
brand-new coaches to equally recent double-decker buses at times of peak demand.
Services using the Ribble side included the various Scottish services, operated by the
newest coaches of Ribble and Western SMT - in theory Scottish Omnibuses were also
a joint operator on the Edinburgh run but in more than a decade I only saw one
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non-Ribble vehicle on this variation and that was a Reliance of SOL subsidiary Starks
of Dunbar. Other schedules from this area included the X40 to Keswick (a variety of
coaches including "White Lady" double-deckers) and the X66 to Darwen and Blackburn. The latter service was joint with Lancashire United and - in theory - Bolton
Corporation, although I never saw any of their vehicles at Lower Mosley Street and
believe that their participation was limited to duplicates between Bolton and Blackburn. Ribble used a variety of coaches on the route while Lancashire United usually
fielded dual-purpose vehicles or single-deck buses.
Mention should be made at this point of the Golden Horse Cafe, the former Finglands
coach station. Crews tended to prefer this establishment to either the staff canteen or
the Bus Station Cafe in the warehouse at the other side of the southern area, and I
can personally vouch for the food in here being of a better quality (by greasy spoon
standards). One day I witnessed a near catastrophe here when a North Western Loline,
left unattended on the Macclesfield stand with its engine running, lurched inexplicably
across Great Bridgewater Street towards the Golden Horse. Miraculously the kerb on
the south side of the road managed to bring it to a halt before it demolished the cafe,
and even more miraculously there were no vehicles passing by on Great Bridgewater
Street at the time. The name of Jesus Christ was invoked by many of the bus crews in
the cafe!
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Isherwoods Garage
To the east of the Blackpool platform lay Calder Street, and between that and the canal
a fairly extensive car park. During the week this was used by commuting officeworkers on monthly parking contracts, but on summer weekends it became an
extension to the bus station and offered accommodation to various summer-only North
Western express services. These included the X3 to Barmouth, the X4 to Aberystwyth,
the X7 to Southport, X13 to Cleethorpes, X15 to Whitby, X23/33 to Skegness, X25 to
Scarborough, and X74 to Pwllheli. As well as a cross-section of North Western's own
coaches vehicles were hired in from many other coach operators to help cover the
seasonal demand. Vehicles of Altrincham Coachways (a North Western subsidiary),
Pride of Sale, and other Manchester area independents were the most common
offerings, but more unusual hirings made a visit to this area essential. My personal
favourite was WWV 564, a Harrington Cavalier bodied Leopard which was fleet number
39 of Silver Star Motor Services, the famous Salisbury Plain independent. In August
1962 this turned up behind Isherwoods with windscreen stickers proclaiming "On hire
to North Western" and "Scarborough". Confusingly the vehicle's own destination blind
read "Salisbury Plain" and at the time I couldn't understand why the driver hadn't
rolled the blind around until it displayed a "blank". Since then I've seen almost a dozen
photographs of this vehicle in various locations, both in its original livery and later Wilts
& Dorset colour scheme, and in every one the blind reads "Salisbury Plain". Was it
stuck? I presume that there was some connection with Pride of Sale here (as an
intermediary) as Silver Star coaches bound for Manchester on "Forces Leave" express
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workings were garaged with that operator during their layover and Tiger Cubs MMR
552/553 (and possibly others) had "On hire to Pride of Sale" on their destination
blinds. Another gem to be found in this area on a more regular basis was the pre-war
TD5/ECW double-decker DDK 117 which North Western had acquired from Rochdale
Corporation in 1956. Equipped as a staff canteen in a pleasing green and cream livery,
it commuted in every morning from North Western's Hulme Hall Road garage and was
the only double-decker of conventional highbridge layout (as opposed to low-height)
ever owned by the company.
The Final Years
I could go on at greater length about this superb bus station, but my computer tells
me that I have already exceeded my original word-count target so rather than digress
with mention of the nearby East Street Coach Station used by independents such as
Abbotts and Yelloway (and confusingly owned by a company called LMS Coachways),
I'd better bring the Lower Mosley Street story to its unhappy ending.
The decline began with the formation of the National Bus Company in 1968, the poorly
run state-owned monopoly which absorbed B.E.T. and its subsidiaries including North
Western and Ribble. Service cuts and "rationalisation" were the order of the day. First
to go were the X39 and X72 to Sheffield. As a pathetic attempt at compensation for
these losses the surviving Manchester to Sheffield service, the daily year-round X48
which used Exchange Station as its Manchester terminus and operated via Woodhead,
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was diverted into Lower Mosley Street. Originally a railway operated service (thus the
use of Exchange Station) the route had passed to Sheffield JOC upon its formation and
was the odd man out in having no North Western involvement. It could never hope to
replace the X39 or X72 as it offered no facilities to Sheffield for the inhabitants of
Denton, Hyde, and Glossop (X39) or Stockport, New Mills, and Chapel-en-le-Frith
(X72) nor any opportunities to hikers and other leisure passengers bound for the
picturesque Snake Pass and Ladybower reservoir (X39) or Mam Tor and Castleton
(X72). The withdrawal of these two services was the coaching equivalent of British
Rail's (mercifully unsuccessful) attempt to close the Settle-Carlisle line. A disgrace. The
excuse was that they were "less profitable" than the X48.
Further meddling with the scenic trans-Pennine routes soon followed. In 1971 the X67
to Chesterfield was extended to Mansfield at the eastern end (it would later become
Liverpool - Manchester - Chesterfield - Mansfield - Lincoln). These extensions might
sound like a positive development but they destroyed the service's punctuality and
made it much less attractive to its original coterie of fiercely loyal users. In the same
year the popular X19/X20 to Barnsley were combined into a single service (X19) which
omitted much of the mileage of the earlier versions and yet took a far more convolute
route in an attempt to replace the remainder.
Much worse vandalism was already on the horizon. NBC's Stalinist managers had
decided that the creation of the SELNEC PTE would destroy the financial viability of
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North Western and voluntarily sold the company's stage-carriage assets within the
SELNEC area to the PTE on 4th March 1972. The remainder of North Western's stage
carriage services were divided between neighbouring NBC subsidiaries Crosville and
Trent. The company remained in existence as an express service operator but its fate
was already written down and it was soon merged into National Travel West along with
Ribble subsidiary WC Standerwick.
With North Western's magnificent express network already in the process of being
destroyed there seemed little benefit in spending money to update Lower Mosley
Street. On 13th May 1973 the bus station witnessed its final departure, a 2330 hrs run
to London, and from the following day all surviving express routes were transferred to
Chorlton Street. This was a thoroughly unpleasant fume-ridden site beneath a multistorey car park which had all the charm of a lab-rat's cage. It still does despite the
"modernisation" programme of recent years (modernisation in this case meant cutting
it down to half of its previous size, giving it a waiting area which resembled a very
small and cheaply built airport terminal somewhere in rural America, and installing
beeping "level crossing" style gates to control coach access to the few stands
remaining in use). Meanwhile the old Lower Mosley Street site is now a concert hall
where the middle classes can go to make themselves feel culturally superior. Personally I would prefer to see the Halle Orchestra playing beneath the car park at Chorlton
Street. Complete with beeping gate accompaniment. But that might just be me! Lower
Mosley Street may have had its faults (the totally inadequate toilet facilities spring to
mind) but it also had character and charm. For those of us who loved the place its
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closure, descent into dereliction, and eventual demolition was nothing short of
barbarism. NBC's excuse was that the bus station was too far from the city centre, an
asinine statement if ever there was one. Is Victoria Coach Station in London too far
from Trafalgar Square? At that time remarkably few people actually lived in the city
centre so the vast majority of passengers using Lower Mosley Street were transferring
between express services, arriving by bus routes which terminated there, or travelling
in from the suburbs on corporation services (many of which, including two cross-city
runs, passed the bus station). Chorlton Street actually had fewer local connections, not
more, as all of its previous local services were evicted before it became the new coach
station.
So the next time you visit Manchester by coach, presuming that you haven't given up
in disgust and bought a car instead, spare a thought for a time when things were less
sterile, more chaotic, and yet somehow so much better. Lower Mosley Street, we still
miss you terribly after all these years and regularly curse the mindless bureaucrats in
the PTE and NBC who ordained your closure. We will never see your like again.

© Neville Mercer 2010. With thanks to John Kaye for providing the illustrations.
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The south side of the bus station, and PMT's fleet number C518 (PVT 18), a 1952 Royal Tiger with
Burlingham Seagull Mk 1 C39C bodywork, is on the X2 to Hanley. The livery of the two North Western
vehicles flanking it suggests that the photograph was taken before 1958 yet the Seagull had already lost
the "wings" of its Burlingham emblem, presumably to make spray painting easier. The "wings" were
impossible to mask effectively during spraying so lazy (or miserly) managers at some companies ordered
them to be permanently removed. (John Kaye).
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